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Dear Chair
As advised on 1 July 2021, the Department of Regional NSW has declined the
Legislative Council Portfolio Committee No.4 – Industry’s invitation to give evidence
at the joint hearing for the inquiries into the Petroleum (Onshore) Amendment
(Cancellation of Zombie Petroleum Exploration Licences) Bill 2021 and the Coal and
Gas Legislation Amendment (Liverpool Plains Prohibition) Bill 2021. However, it
provides the following written submission to support the Committee’s consideration of
these matters.
The NSW Government takes the management of the NSW resources sector
seriously, adopting a balanced approach to the future of coal and gas, designed to
deliver certainty to industry and the community.
In June 2020 the NSW Government released the Strategic Statement on Coal
Exploration and Mining in NSW (Future of Coal Statement). Recognising that the
world is moving to cleaner forms of energy generation, the NSW Government’s goal
is to manage change over the coming decades without unnecessarily undermining
businesses, jobs and communities, especially regional communities.
The Future of Coal Statement sets a clear and consistent policy framework for coal
exploration and mining NSW in the context of progressive diversification. It supports
investment certainty and responsible coal production as the sector responds to global
demand. It also supports the diversification of coal-reliant regional economies in
response to the expected decline in thermal coal mining over the longer term.
The Future of Coal Statement rules out considering a significant proportion of the
state’s coal regions for proactive release and identifies certain areas where coal
mining is prohibited. The NSW Government will carefully assess a limited number of
new areas for future coal exploration prior to making any decision to release. The
release of any areas does not guarantee future coal mining will occur. Further
information is available at: https://www.resourcesandgeoscience.nsw.gov.au/minersand-explorers/programs-and-initiatives/future-of-coal-statement
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